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Introduction

This study argues that the Egyptian Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) will succeed in enforcing a system of limited political participation for revolutionaries in which it retains the advantage. The Egyptian military, as a whole, will maintain its autonomy despite an ostensible transfer of power to a civilian-led government. The military will utilize repressive tactics, including violence, co-optation, and media manipulation, to maintain a status quo hallmarked by its economic entrenchment and its autonomy from civilian oversight. Historically, the military adapted to political challenges by applying these tactics to establish its hold on power. In light of new authority contained in Parliament and street demonstrations, the military will continue to adapt to challenges posed by these groups. However, this adaptation will ultimately result in the military’s success, which is defined by its retention of key aspects of power.

There are possible scenarios that could invalidate this argument; for example, if the new constitution subjects the military to increased civilian oversight. Another example would involve a second wave of protests, more intense than those on January 25, 2011, that garner an excessively violent military response and lead to an internal conflict and the ultimate collapse of the military’s rule. Also, the military would be threatened by the emergence of a charismatic opposition leader. Finally, the possibility of the cancellation of elections in disregard for any pretense of democracy, and the indefinite postponement of presidential elections, would also undermine this study’s argument that indirect rule ultimately serves the military’s interests.
However, these events are unlikely to occur for the following reasons. First, the military’s self-perception does not leave room for the possibility of full civilian control. Second, although Parliament should be a legal outlet to check the military, it has yet to actualize this ability. Third, the street has become too divided to be the regime-toppling force that it was during the January 2011 uprising. Fourth, while the military has occasionally employed violence over the past year, its response has not reached the level violence that the Syrian military has under Bashar al-Assad. This is because the Egyptian military has found an “acceptable” threshold for violence, and is careful not to cross that line. Finally, the military has leveraged the narrative that it is the sole source of stability to justify holding onto power. This strategy has been in use for decades, making a sudden change in tactics highly unlikely.

This study seeks to explore the effects of the January 25th uprising on the Egyptian military’s calculations with regard to political participation in post-Mubarak Egypt. The uprising created an environment in which many political factions could express their demands. However, this dramatic movement has left many Egyptians wanting more. The interplay between civilians, the military, and the formal political establishment contained in the People’s Assembly has only become more complex since former president Hosni Mubarak stepped down on February 11th, 2011.

The Egyptian military, particularly the elite elements contained in the SCAF, will be successful in its attempts to create a new structure of governance in Egypt that leaves it in a powerful position with its interests intact. These interests include autonomy due to a lack of civilian oversight, continued control of economic assets, and an ability to rule
but not govern. The Egyptian military will preserve these interests despite a newly-empowered Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and persistent revolutionary fervor.

Until presidential elections are held mid-2012, the SCAF is acting as the caretaker government. Meanwhile, the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) secured a swift victory with over 40% of the seats in the People’s Assembly.¹ Nonetheless, there are still active protests whose participants see the street as a successful mechanism by which to demand reforms. Because their demands are short-sighted, they do not attract long-term reforms. This competition between powers and pressures has reshaped the political map, and forced the Egyptian military to use repressive tools in order to check any potential challenges to its interests.

The SCAF, charged with security, has responded to continued demonstrations in the interest of stability and preserving its power. Its response has been repressive, and at times violent. Despite earlier claims by the SCAF that it would “guard the revolution” and the “legitimate demands of the people,” it has resorted to unleashing its monopoly on the use of force to maintain its interests. Egypt’s military has traditionally underwritten the security of the former Mubarak regime; however, now that the military is the regime, it is acting to maintain its own interests through a “façade of democracy” while actually preserving “key aspects of political control.”² While the SCAF clearly gained the most from this new political arena, the Muslim Brotherhood and revolutionaries have also had some limited gains.

In the absence of the Mubarak regime’s dominance, the MB has gained legal political power leading to a Parliamentary majority. Further, because Islamist group traditionally provided social services where the regime failed to do so, they were poised to immediately benefit in the uncertainty of the post-Mubarak political environment. Meanwhile, business elites seek a return to stability in order to maintain their interests. Those elites that have vested interests in preserving stability have realized that their material and political assets are better served by military-enforced consistency than the uncertainties of democratic growing pains.

Revolutionary youth remain intent on achieving their demands with a renewed sense of unity and vigor. However, they have been unable to gear their activities toward effective campaigning in lieu of protesting. This has left them with limited capabilities and varying agendas, rendering them fragmented. Despite the invigoration of the street, Mubarak’s step-down has revealed the factionalism that characterizes the Egyptian political scene. In light of apparent disorganization amongst the revolutionaries, the socially powerful have become more willing to work with the military than they are with street elements, who intend to create a new political environment. Given that the military and social elites both value constancy, it seems that the street has lost the political power and support it all too briefly possessed.
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This study is based on primary source evidence gathered from interviews of Egyptian intellectuals who were involved in the events of the past year and a half, as well as academic and news sources. It will argue that the military’s historical handling of protests and its reactions to recent threats demonstrate a continuous commitment to self-preservation. Although the January 25th uprising opened a small window of political participation for ordinary Egyptians, the military has since used repression to its advantage and effectively maintained its ability to rule.

Outline

This study aims to explain how the Egyptian military has repressed the power of the street, controlled the emergence of an elected parliament, and managed the ongoing transition to ensure it remains in control. First, this study will examine the basis for the civil-military relationship in Egypt, with a focus on the interests and worldview of the military. Second, the weakening of the street by repressive military tactics will be examined through a historical lens, which reveals a pattern of violence and co-optation through various techniques. Third, the military’s adaptation to current developments in attempt to remain in charge is examined. Finally, points of contention with this assessment will be explored.

The first part of this study examines the civil-military relationship in Egypt. By looking at the worldview and interests of the military, light is shed on its motives to hold onto power. The terms of a successful transition, for the Egyptian military, will be defined. As will be discussed, the military views itself as the guardian of Egypt and seeks to preserve that role while also maintaining specific interests.
The second part of this study outlines the historical relationship between the Egyptian military, the political establishment, and the street in order to highlight themes that emerge in their interactions today. When Gamal Abdel Nasser and the Free Officers came to power in 1952, they managed to fend off threats from a range of actors including the Muslim Brotherhood and communist organizations. Future challenges from the street were also either co-opted, as in the 1968 student protests, or violently put down. The methods used by the military have included force, the co-optation of dissidents and elite elements, and manipulation of the media. These past events provide a framework for understanding the tools that the military uses in the post-Mubarak context.

The third part of this study will examine how the SCAF has adapted to demands and pressures in post-Mubarak politics. The interplay between the SCAF, the Muslim Brotherhood, and civilian activists is one that will prove highly influential—domestically, regionally, and internationally. This section will explore how the military has managed its relationship with Parliament and street protesters to ensure that it ultimately remains in control.

Finally, this study will consider the consequences of the military’s actions over the past year and a half to decipher its role in the transition. Arguments to the contrary, as described above, will also be covered. In conclusion, it is clear that the current power structure in Egypt has been re-organized, but not revolutionized. This study will show that the Egyptian military values stability and will always adapt to enforce it.
Methodology

The interview-based research included in this study was conducted in Cairo, Egypt. In March 2012, eleven Egyptians from various points on the political spectrum were asked questions regarding the 2011 uprising, the role of the military, and the prospects for continued activism. While eleven Egyptians certainly do not represent every possible political stance, they each provided valuable insight on behalf of their respective camps and, collectively, provide a general cross-section. Several of the interviewees are political activists who were, and continue to be, instrumental in the new political arena. Others included military representatives, both retired and active duty.

Political activists interviewed included: Two members named Ali and Hassan of the Ahli Ultras group; Ahmed Abdorabo of the Democratic Front Party; Basem Fathey of the Egyptian Democratic Academy; Esraa Abdel Fatah of the April 6th Movement and Media Director of the Egyptian Democratic Academy; and Noor Ayman Noor, son of presidential candidate Ayman Noor. Of the military establishment, both Dr. Ahmed Abdel Halim and Major General Hamdy Bekhiet opined from their perspectives as retired military officials, and Mohamed Youssry gave his perspective as a military intelligence officer who was present during some well-known clashes and participated in poll-monitoring during the parliamentary elections. Gamal Eid, Director of the Arab Network for Human Rights Information, spoke to the relevance of non-governmental organizations and Dr. Noha Bakr of the American University in Cairo and Assistant of the Minister for International Cooperation, provided a more academic and theory-based point of view.
Civil-Military Relations

Theory

It is critical to define what drives the Egyptian military in order to understand why it represses opposition in the particular ways that it does. The military has two key drivers: its belief that it is the guardian of Egypt, and its need to maintain its interests through any means necessary. These drivers prompt the military to react to change through both repression and co-optation at different times in order to sustain its role.

The Free Officers seized power in 1952 because they felt that the government and old intellectual classes had failed to provide a way forward. As Muhammad Husain Heykal asked, “where were the intellectuals in those days [before 1952]? What was their mission as the vanguard in the leadership of the masses?”7 The Officers felt they were the only uncompromised group able to lead Egypt. The liberals and monarchists had allegedly allowed Egypt to fall under the imperialist domination of Britain during the British occupation. This was something the Free Officers would not allow to happen again because they believed it was their duty to guide Egypt and act as her guardian.

This belief continues to guide military strategy and thinking, as evidenced by interviews with three military officials and its protectionist rhetoric.8 Even in light of the violent clashes on May 3rd, 2012 outside the Ministry of Defense in Abbasiya, Al-Shorouk News reported an interview Major General Mohammed Assar in which he
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indicated that the military will remain “the property” of the Egyptian people, suggesting an unbreakable commitment to the people’s well-being. However, to be of service to Egyptians, the military insists that it requires autonomy and economic benefits to be effective. The military uses this belief to justify both its control over much of the Egyptian economy, and the lack of transparency in military affairs.

To ensure its guardianship of Egypt, the military engaged in a transactional relationship with former president Mubarak and exerted influence through numerous institutions. By ruling indirectly, the military insulated itself from daily issues of governance; and the inclination toward indirect rule lingers today. Military officials claim that their top priorities stem from their traditionally appropriate roles, which are limited to the spheres of national security, border protection, and foreign policy. As such, Major General Bekhiet opined that the Egyptian military has no intention of retaining political power after a constitution is written and an elected president is sworn in.

Because the military is highly institutionalized and professional, and is strongly linked to society through its practice of conscription, it can theoretically be somewhat open to reform. Today, the Egyptian military faces a dichotomy because it must both support the transition, and serve as a pillar of the regime. To compound this paradox, the military must also reckon with the notion that regular soldiers are different and divided.
from their leadership. It is important to make the distinction between public perception and the actuality within military ranks.

It is believed by some that the leadership embodied by the SCAF is quite different from the soldiers that compose the army. In an interview with *The Arab Digest*, Egyptian activist Yassir Siri makes the distinction that, “the Army of Egypt is the hope of the nation; it is greater and more lasting than SCAF.” Esraa Abdel Fatah also supports the notion that the Egyptian people “love their army” and will always revere it, while the leadership garners different sentiments. When soldiers stood up to their leadership in February 2011 and refused to fire on civilians, the former proclaimed that “the army and the people are one,” which lent credence to this opinion. Nonetheless, under pressure, the soldiers subscribe to the corporate orders of the SCAF.

Despite public opinion, in times of crisis the corporate identity will overshadow individual inclinations. After Mubarak was ushered out of office, the military ultimately took a strong unified stance in order to ensure their interests through stability. Since then, many of these first deserting officers, like Majors Ahmed Shuman, Amr Muttawaly, and Tamer Badr, have been awaiting military trial for their decision to defy orders. On April 8th, 2011, anti-SCAF demonstrators sought to protect military officers that were participating amongst them. Patrick Galey suggests that 22 more officers were arrested
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at these anti-SCAF demonstrations. With trials looming for these officers, others have been dissuaded from contradicting the corporate agenda. While many military officers remain in prison for their choice to join the people, on January 21st, 2012 the SCAF announced on its Facebook page that it would offer “January 25 Medals” to those soldiers who “protected the country’s security” (for entire announcement, see appendix 1). This double standard further rewards those who remain in support of the military’s endeavors. Leveraging the corporate identity allows the military to maneuver as one, in order to ensure its success.

Defining “Success”

The meaning and manifestation of “success” take different forms when applied in different countries. That the Egyptian military is driven by its guardian narrative and corporate identity makes its definition of “success” unique. While “success” for one authoritarian regime might mean full political and governmental control in one instance, it might mean a more limited role in public governance juxtaposed by the maintenance of military autonomy over itself and its interests in another. As of this writing, the latter scenario more accurately describes the Egyptian military’s intentions and its likely accomplishment of them.

The Egyptian military is poised to achieve “success” because its ultimate withdrawal from daily governance does not mean that the military is necessarily going to make concession regarding its autonomy or economic assets. As long as the military
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remains the backbone of the transition, it can steer the transition in a direction favorable to its interests, which are defined here as regime defense, economic assets, and ultimate autonomy despite civilian rule.

Notwithstanding the move toward democratic change and the ouster of Mubarak, many of his former officials remain major political players, and the SCAF is still in power; making regime defense a natural priority for the current caretaker government. “Defense” does not mean that the SCAF intends to immerse itself into politics by fielding candidates and engaging in governance. Rather, it means that any political gains made by newly-empowered civilians do not jar the military from its unrivaled position, and do not encroach on its ability to decide just how politically-involved it wants to be. By permitting the gears of democracy to turn in the form of parliamentary and presidential elections, the military actually protects itself from the potential damages of civilian rule while still making the claim that, “[i]t is living up to [its] oft-invoked principles about democratic governance with practice.”

Therefore, it is in the interests of the military to allow some democratic reforms in order to secure the status quo, which is defined by its pre- and post-Mubarak authority.

While the “necessary infrastructural component of a leading civilian political class” is something the military has successfully avoided thus far, it needs such a class to emerge before it can withdraw from daily governance and focus on its interests. Of particular significance to the military is its stake in the Egyptian economy—often estimated to be between 15 and 40%, although never officially verified. The military’s
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extensive ownership of land, industrial and consumer-good production, in addition to its provision of services and control of factories, make its economic entrenchment a critical component of its power, of which it is not likely to yield direction and command. Indeed, in November 2011, the military proposed constitutional legislation in Parliament that would have kept the extent of its economic activities and budget secret and free from oversight. While the legislation never passed, this is indicative of the SCAF’s concern over civilian oversight, and it suggests that the military is likely to approach this issue in the future through constitutional protections. Furthermore, since January 25th, the SCAF has couched its justification for its economic entrenchment in a narrative that marries its interests with those of the Egyptian people, regardless of whether this conflation of interests actually serves the people. Therefore, the military’s desire for exclusive oversight of its budget and other financial issues are likely to be a point of contention with the emergence of civilian leadership.

According to a report by the International Crisis Group, the military’s reluctance to hand over power is directly related to its ability to “obtain requisite guarantees, despite its oft-repeated desire to step away from the limelight.” The Carnegie Endowment’s Yezid Sayigh opined that the military’s future involvement in politics will likely take one of two forms: true democratic transition without preservation of its interests, or, that it...
will seek guarantees of its ultimate autonomy from civilian oversight.\textsuperscript{27} As this paper will argue further, the latter scenario is highly more likely given the military’s interests and its need to secure them. While it is assumed that the military will transfer power because the Egyptian street and elected parliament have gained some traction, the former will only do so on terms that ultimately benefit \textit{it}, and not necessarily Egyptians’ desires for real democracy. In this sense, the Egyptian military will have achieved \textit{its} version of success.

**Egyptian Military Repression: Past to Present**

History demonstrates that the street has only periodically been a force in Egyptian politics; and only a force to the extent that the military has allowed it to be. It is important to note that a majority of Egyptian street protests were not solely against the regime, but often focused on specific domestic policies. It was not until 2005 that protests explicitly targeting the fall of the regime began. Additionally in 2011, it took military recognition that Mubarak’s days were numbered for the fall of the regime to occur. Historically, Egyptian rulers have successfully used violence, co-optation, and the Egyptian media to cripple the power of the street and control political participation.

Since the Free Officers Revolt in the 1950’s, the Egyptian military has relied on three methods to secure the stability of its regime. The first is the use of formal institutions and violence against protesters and regime critics. The second method is co-optation to seemingly address demands, but ultimately to serve the interests of the military. The third method is the use of informal institutions to attack the opposition and

secure the military’s success as previously defined. These methods amount to a system by which the military controls a weak polity through a façade of liberalization.

As “guardians,” the military deeply believes in its responsibility to protect Egypt from both internal and external threats, and will use force when necessary to do so; a trend started by Gamal Abd Al-Nasser. The Free Officers had the will, the ability, and the institutional mechanisms necessary to project force and implement policies. While there were some initial protests against the Free Officers, they soon established order. This stability, once enforced, stifled any serious protests against the regime until 1968.

Force is not the only tool that the military used, as co-optation proved effective when the state is weak. For instance, the 1967 War served a serious blow to the Egyptian psyche and resulted in trials of military officials. Public outrage at the outcome of these trials led workers and students to march into the streets, which resulted in numerous deaths, injuries, and arrests. This began a week-long series of protests and demands for greater political reforms, which represented a major challenge to Nasser’s regime. However, Nasser defused the situation by co-opting the students and addressing their demands for greater political participation through the creation of the March 30th Program.28

A Façade of Liberalization: March 30th

The March 30th Program exemplified the ability to co-opt the demands of Egyptian protesters while preserving military rule. Therefore, co-optation as seen in the March 30th program, has become an integral mechanism for military repression.

However, part of this co-optation requires the military to maintain a positive public image and create a façade that it supports protesters and is willing to listen to demands.

The changes brought about by the March 30th Program seemed startling at first. The Program promised a new constitution that would promote individual expression, a deepening of democratic practices, and a free press. However, these new freedoms were much more limited than they seemed because these new freedoms were placed within the framework of pre-existing laws. One of these laws included the Egyptian emergency law, which stated that any actions or speeches critical of the government were heavily restricted.

Nasser’s decision to implement the March 30th Program was due more to necessity than good will. The vehemence of the protesters, their numbers, and the variety of backgrounds they came from meant that it would be difficult for the regime to simply use force to crush them. Additionally, the students’ demands represented a direct challenge to the Nasser regime, something that had not occurred since the Free Officers’ initial rise to power. In part due to the resilience of the protesters in the face of violence, the military adapted its repressive approach to favor co-optation.

Nasser was forced to position himself as a reformer and create a pressure release through the March 30th Program. This was mostly successful, as protests later that year were not as strong and were eventually put down with force. Nasser was able to leverage demands for change during a period when the Egyptian state was weak to his regime’s advantage. He created a program that was based on the demands of the protesters for increased personal freedom, but placed these freedoms in a restrictive framework. This allowed the military to stay on top of the political dynamic, and in turn encouraged the
protesters to leave the street. Though protesters returned later that year, their numbers were weaker since the Program had appeased many.

*New Millennium, New Tools: Kefaya*

Force and co-optation were the go-to methods of military repression in the 20th century, however technological advances in the 21st century added new tools that both protesters and the regime could utilize. In the early 2000s, protests were small, of little importance, and quickly subdued by military force. Major protests between 2000 and 2004 were primarily related to foreign policy issues, namely the second *Intifada* and the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq. However, it was out of these anti-war protests that the *Kefaya* (Enough) Movement, the first significant and successful student protest in a generation, would emerge. New media was crucial to the viral support it received. Anti-war protests provided grounds for organization, and also allowed dissidents to demonstrate against policies of the ruling National Democratic Party (NDP).²⁹

Kefaya’s success can be seen as the result of three key factors: their clear message of government reforms, their ability to leverage information technology and social media, and their willingness to directly challenge the regime. These features of the Kefaya Movement made it the first real, credible challenge to the NDP regime in decades. In particular, Kefaya helped build opposition to the contested 2005 Egyptian presidential election and set off a wave a mass labor strikes. The Mubarak regime initially tried to use force to break the movement; there are numerous accounts of the police attacking and

arresting members who were peacefully protesting. However, the size and breadth of the movement, in addition to savvy use of modern media, made it difficult for the government to defeat the movement by force alone. Although violent repression was a key element of the Mubarak regime’s tactics for dealing with Kefaya, violence was not enough and the regime was also forced to use other methods of repression.

Ultimately, the deployment of security forces like those during the Bread Riots of 1977 did not happen with the Kefaya Movement. The 1977 Riots were only dismantled when the army used massive force against the tens of thousands of rioters, something that was not a viable option in 2005 due to increased international focus on Egyptian domestic politics and the Bush Administration’s rhetoric on the importance of democratic development. Much like the protests of 1968, the regime responded in part by promising and issuing reforms. In particular, the Egyptian government opened the presidential election system to multiple candidates, which was a key demand. However, much like the reforms of the March 30th Program, the opening of the Egyptian presidential elections was a simple ruse; the reforms were only on paper. Approval by the Egyptian Parliament, which was fully controlled by the NDP, was required before any candidate could register.

Also, much like previous political protests, the Mubarak regime eventually dismantled the Kefaya Movement through violence and intimidation through traditional mechanisms and new technologies. Female activists found themselves victims of sexual assault, leading figures of the movement were imprisoned and tortured, and the state media caught up to the new technology and defamed the Movement by insinuating that it was a puppet of the United States. Between external pressures and internal fractures, such

as conflict between its secular and Islamist members, the Kefaya movement eventually fell apart.

Following the Kefaya movement, 2007 and 2008 saw a rising number of strikes across various industries, to include textile and telecommunications. Over 200,000 Egyptian workers participated in strikes in 2007, mostly over the increasing costs of living and low wages. However, these strikes began to take on an increasingly political tone. The Egyptian government attempted to stop these strikes through its usual methods of repression. It again employed security forces to violently overwhelm protesters, made claims that it was seeking to address their demands, and called on them to disperse in the name of stability. However, the strikes continued to pick up steam, culminating in the April 2008 strike.

By coordinating the strike through word of mouth and social media outlets such as Facebook, blogs, and SMS messages, the new April 6 Youth Movement attempted to organize mass demonstrations. These demonstrations were readily contained by police forces, so the military did not have to intervene. For the next three years, Egypt would experience intermittent protests, although none reached a critical level until January 25th, 2011.

In the period since the January 25th uprising, the Egyptian government has used many of the same techniques developed over the past 60 years to disable the power of the street. While many activists involved in the January 25th protests initially viewed the military as guardians of the transition, they have since come to realize that the military,
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led by the SCAF, is only interested in maintaining its superiority. As early as February 25th, 2011, the military began using force to remove protesters.\textsuperscript{33} Since then, force has been a mechanism by which subsequent, smaller street protests have been dispersed. As recently as May 2012, the military has employed violence to suppress protests.

Additionally, much like in 2005, the military has used mass media to issue calls for stability, and encourage people to leave the streets. Democratic Front Party representative Ahmed Abdorabo, suggested that state media put forward “stars of the revolution” in order to defame them later and successfully eliminate those players as threats.\textsuperscript{34} The state’s media has remained firmly behind the military and has branded the protesters as troublemakers; and, with such widespread illiteracy, the state’s propaganda remains widely accepted.\textsuperscript{35}

Finally, the military has co-opted demands from the uprising; for example, promising more open elections and a transition to democracy. However, events such as the disqualification of presidential candidates and the insistence of the military on certain supra-constitutional principles show that it is still setting parameters for the transition. The above examination of historical repression provides a framework for the current interactions between the military and the street. A pattern emerges where military repression leads to stifled progress and solidifies the military’s interests.

\textsuperscript{33} Noor Ayman Noor. “Political Activist.” Personal Interview. 13 Mar. 2012.
Repression Post-Mubarak

According to Robert Springborg, during the days before Mubarak stepped down, the military was enjoying wide, popular support while other elements of the regime absorbed popular anger, despite being subordinate to the military. The military was able to exploit the revolutionary sentiments of Egyptians to justify its withdrawal as the guarantor of Mubarak’s regime. In playing to these sentiments, the military aligned itself with the efforts of protesters to the extent that it could be seen as protecting the people against a now illegitimate regime. As such, many of the protesters were initially hopeful that the military would protect them.

This seemingly protective role played by the military was highlighted by the contrasting violence perpetrated by the Central Security Forces (state police), whose aggressive and violent attacks during the uprising were widely captured and publicized on social and international media outlets. When protests continued and police forces withdrew, the military was called in to enforce order, and was subsequently hailed for not firing on civilians. Moreover, once there were massive labor strikes at Egyptian factories, the military fully realized the liability of continued support for Mubarak and thus strategized to support popular demands.

Mubarak stepped down after these strikes, despite previous refusal to do so. The political prowess of the military during the 18-day uprising, Egyptians’ natural tendency to trust it, and the lack of public knowledge about the army’s activities led many to believe that Egypt’s traditional guardians would usher in a peaceful transition. Indeed, the military pledged to accommodate these demands by ending the state of emergency,

permitting free political expression, and holding fair presidential elections—once undefined conditions allowed. In light of this, it seemed that the army and the people were truly “in one hand.”

These pledges were made prior to the then newly appointed Vice President Suleiman’s announcement of Mubarak’s resignation.\(^{37}\) Due to the resilience of the protestors and the factory strikes, the SCAF recognized the liability of continued support for Mubarak’s presidency. However, when Mubarak resigned, the SCAF realized that the best means of preserving its own power would be through a military-controlled transition. Despite this initial cooperation with civilians, the SCAF proceeded to use force against protesters. The goal of the SCAF has been, and remains, to act on behalf of its own interests, that are best realized through military-enforced stability.\(^{38}\)

Following the unprecedented power shift caused by Mubarak’s step-down, widespread uncertainty came to characterize all aspects of Egyptian society. State police forces no longer patrolled the streets, leading to increased petty and violent crime. Demonstrations continued every week for a variety of reasons, which ultimately led to clashes as the military sought to disperse crowds. These demonstrations became frequent altercations between civilians and soldiers dispatched by the SCAF (see appendix 2 for timeline). As the SCAF realized that people were not going home, it authorized the use of force against protesters. In the same vein, during altercations among Egyptian civilians, soldiers have stood by and allowed violence to escalate, seemingly abdicating their role as protectors.
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\(^{38}\) *Lost in Transition: The World According to Egypt's SCAF.*
Nathan J. Brown and Emad El-Din Shahin posit that the Middle East *does* have some instances of democratic institutions, even if they are rendered virtually ineffective on a regular basis.\(^3^9\) This phenomenon begs the question as to why, even after the unprecedented events that swept the region in 2011, *real* change in Egypt has been paralyzed by stagnation. While as of this writing Mubarak and his sons await trial and sentencing, many Egyptians feel the dictator’s step-down has only been a cosmetic change—a change that only gave way to new players in the same repressive game.\(^4^0\)

Brown and Shahin’s position captures the framework of post-uprising Egypt, despite having written their piece before the uprising, which underscores the lack of real change to the Egyptian political system. The authors state that reforms are often used as stall tactics to quell domestic discontent and appease external pressures in an overall strategy of regime self-preservation, which does not lead to real democratization. Furthermore, reforms are motivated by “the need that most of these regimes feel to salvage their eroding legitimacy, prolong their authority, and continue to secure the support of outside actors. Once these regimes feel that the pressure has eased, they revert to their old repressive practices.”\(^4^1\) Such a pattern leads to a façade of liberalization, or, in post-Mubarak politics, a façade of change. Reforms are collectively used as a pressure valve to be used when regimes must attempt to regain stability.

The Egyptian case appears to follow this model, despite the political reorganization resulting from the January 25\(^{th}\) uprising. While the SCAF has promised

\(^3^9\) Nathan J. Brown and El-Din Shahin, Emad (ed.). *The Struggle Over Democracy in the Middle East: Regional Politics and External Policies.* (Routeledge, New York) 2010, pp. 3.
\(^4^1\) Brown & El-Din Shahin, pp. 4.
reforms and democratization, it has ultimately reverted to repressive methods in response to dissent from those who continue to be dissatisfied with the trajectory of the January 25th “revolution.” However, the Egyptian military has seen itself through periods of instability in the past, so it knows how to preserve its interests.

Violence and repression against civilians became the primary tactic of the military to disperse sit-ins and try dissidents in military courts. Any belief that this was an anomaly was dispelled when 17 women were subjected to virginity tests at a military prison in March 2011. Thereafter, they were charged with weapons possession and disrupting the peace in a military court. Military courts have since held trials for protesters, bloggers, and activists as the SCAF attempts to assert its control over a population frustrated with the slow pace of change despite the sacrifices made to reach this point.

The repressive policies of the military compound the inability of pro-reform activists to foment post-revolutionary change through real political participation. This stems from decades-long political weakness of the Egyptian polity. Now that political participation and expression are more possible than before the uprising, expectations have risen for the revolutionary youth to take responsibility for Egypt’s transition in a truly representative system. These expectations are embodied in Parliament and revolutionary fervor.

The relationship of the military with various factions will play an important role in the future of Egypt’s power structure. Analysts, such as Ahmed Hashim, speculate that
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co-optation will be the strategy employed by the military in those relationships.  

Factions such as political and business elites and the Muslim Brotherhood have historically been able to steer social, political, and economic trends in the country, thus it is appropriate that the military powerhouse engage them.

*Limiting the Influence of the Muslim Brotherhood*

The military rationalizes its working relationship with the Muslim Brotherhood as logical since the latter is the largest and most well-organized group available in Egypt. Naturally, this is due to the widespread presence and popularity of the Brotherhood within Egyptian society. Despite intermittent confrontations between the SCAF and the Brotherhood, their working relationship is one of necessity, according to military officials interviewed for this study.  

Furthermore, the Brotherhood has much more experience in the political arena than other parties, and has assumed control of Parliament, making them the foundation of civilian leadership. The military officials emphasized that the military has Egyptians’ best interests at heart, and that is why collaboration with the Brotherhood is necessary as the transition to civilian-led government takes place. The officials’ insistence that Egypt’s uprising was a fully successful, popular revolution underscores the military’s belief that it
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protected Egyptians during the “revolution,” and will continue to do so by handing over their power, peacefully and as soon as possible, to a civilian-led government.47

Unlike the NDP and regime-dominated parliaments of the past, the Brotherhood’s FJP secured a majority in the People’s Assembly. Despite claims that it will not impose an Islamic theocracy, some still fear an Islamist-led government would eventually consolidate an authoritarian regime.48 The Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt has shelved any ambitions it may have had for the immediate implementation of Sharia law in order to pursue gradual shifts to conservative policies. Khairi Abaza, a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, suggests that the Muslim Brotherhood must bide their time before attempting drastic policy changes.49

Michele Dunne pointed out that with such a commanding majority in Parliament, the FJP may be capable enough to stand up against the SCAF’s strong arm.50 Two recent events have brought hope for, and fear of, a strong role for the Islamists. In March 2012, the People’s Assembly pushed for a vote of no confidence in the government of SCAF-appointed Prime Minister Kamal al-Ghanzouri. At first, this threat seemed merely symbolic when Parliament dropped the motion due to intimidation by the SCAF, however, on April 30th 2012, to the objection of 158 members of Parliament (MPs),
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speaker Saad al-Katatni suspended Parliament until a new cabinet was appointed.  

Nonetheless, three days later, Katatni acknowledged that only the SCAF had the authority to expunge Ghanzouri’s government, and Parliament resumed. This interchange exemplifies the military’s limits on Parliament’s influence.

Tension between the Brotherhood and the military is also playing out in the presidential elections campaign. On March 31, 2012, the FJP announced that its Deputy Supreme Guide, Khairat al-Shater, would be nominated for Egypt’s presidential race, though the party previously vowed to refrain from fielding a candidate. This was troublesome for the Muslim Brotherhood’s narrative of pragmatism and moderation, as it also dominated the Constituent Assembly responsible for writing the new constitution at that time. The Washington Post reported in early April 2012 that al-Shater claimed he “reluctantly stepped into the race to cement the political ascendancy of Egypt’s most prominent Islamist group amid fears that the country’s ruling military chiefs could hijack the transition to democratic rule.”

In response to this announcement, and perhaps in response to its own fear of Islamist domination, on April 15th, 2012, the Supreme Presidential Election Committee (SPEC) headed by Farouk Sultan, a Mubarak appointee, banned 10 presidential candidates from the elections. In a move to stifle the dominance
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of the Brotherhood, Khairat al-Shater was amongst the banned candidates, and perhaps in order to quell the fears of regime resurgence, former intelligence chief Omar Suleiman, was also banned from the election. This balancing act between a majority Islamist stakeholder in Parliament, and the historically involved military, evidences military aversion to the rise of powerful civilian leaders. Both the military and Islamist leaders will now face pressure from the populace for accountability. The ideology of the street is varied and largely subjective, however, that the street expects change can be assumed with a degree of certainty.

*Containing the Revolutionaries*

The revolutionaries are another force with which the military must contend. In January 2011, the people demanded the fall of the Mubarak regime, and it was the military that essentially removed him from power. Nonetheless, with remnants of the old regime, corruption, patronage still in play, the demonstrators have labeled the SCAF and other figureheads as unwanted leftovers from the Mubarak regime and still seek to remove them. According to a December 2011 Gallup Poll, 63% of the general public indicated that a continuing military political role after presidential elections would be negative.55 Although the military remains the most powerful player in the transition, it must adapt its approaches to effectively contain opposition.

However, the SCAF has also taken steps to reinforce the notion of “unity with the people,” while retaining its influence and prominence throughout the transition. Plastered

throughout Cairo outside military installations and on tanks are signs stating, “al-jaysh wa al-sha'ab iyd wahida,” “the army and the people are one hand.” These signs suggest that the military is somewhat concerned with its public image and the level of legitimacy it has because it is willing to invest in a campaign to garner favor with the public.

In light of this seeming recognition of the street’s power, its disorganization leaves space for the military to continue to apply force. This space is available because the demands of the public, while specific, remain incoherent and short sighted. The people called for the end of the Mubarak regime, and the military delivered because it decided to act in its self-interest, which no longer rested with the Mubarak regime. The people demanded an end to the Emergency Law, and Tantawi conceded one year later with limitations. In keeping with adaptive measures to placate demands, Tarek Radwan suggests that by lifting the state of emergency, Tantawi “may have meant to ingratiate the SCAF to the public for the January 25 anniversary by suggesting greater freedom.” 56 The streets still await an end to military tribunals for civilians, the purge of Mubarak-era remnants, and an end to rule by the SCAF. These demands lack strategic planning, and thus result in short-term, limited gains, which the military grants knowing that they do not serve long-term progress.

A clear example of limited gains can be seen in the lifting of the Emergency Law. Field Marshall Tantawi ended the law on January 24th 2012, except in cases of thuggery. 57 Now that Mubarak has stepped down and elections have been held, many activists have retreated to their respective parties’ offices throughout Cairo, and the

remaining occupants of Tahrir Square are perceived as thugs and beggars. In this instance, the military granted an immediate demand while retaining the prerogative to draw the red line for application of the emergency law.

There have also been claims that the military has used the media to divide and discredit various revolutionaries in order to prevent the emergence of a charismatic opposition leader. Individuals like Khaled Said and Mohamed El Baradei were heralded as stars of the streets, personalities around whose causes’ people could gather. However, these individual “stars” soon fell victims to state defamation campaigns; Ahmed Abdorabo suggested that leaders like El Baradei were deterred from the limelight due to these propaganda campaigns. For example, El Baradei has been accused of being an agent of the United States with intents to divide Egypt through a Western vision of democracy. In the case of Khaled Said, killed by police brutality, even death does not protect one from such defamation campaigns. In Revolution 2.0, Wael Ghonim suggests that state run al-Gomhouriya newspaper labeled Khaled Said as the “Martyr of Marijuana.” Some of these accusations were blatantly false, but they were employed to discredit any emerging rally points for opposition.

The military has also overturned the narrative that the Mubarak regime was controlled by the United States. A March 2012 Gallup Poll suggests that opposition to U.S funding increased from 52% in April 2011 to 82% in February 2012. As aversion
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to U.S. influence gains increased traction, the military has seized the opportunity to expand its repressive tool box. Part of its defamation campaign has been the branding of opposition groups as being tools of foreign interests. According to Jacey Fortin of the *International Business Times*, military officials “claim that protests against their rule in Egypt are instigated by forces outside of their national borders.” This opposition to foreign influence has become a popular tactic to discredit dissidents, both by the military against activists and by adversarial activists against one another. A level of uncertainty about foreign intentions is naturally attributed to foreign entities; however, as long as the military is able to divert public attention away from its short-comings and toward those other entities, accusations of foreign influence will be a mechanism by which to defame its opponents.

Though the Parliament and revolutionaries serve as potential pressure points for the regime, the SCAF maintains a tight grip on power and a large role in governing as the transition moves forward. Many argue that military prominence in politics is only temporary. Major General Bekhiet insisted that the SCAF is sticking to a precisely calculated transition timeline, leading Egypt towards a democratic constitution and system of governance. However, since Mubarak stepped down, the military has reluctantly become increasingly involved in daily governance, and its interests are tightly fused with the outcome of the transition. It has used its tool of repression, co-optation, and the media to successfully limit the influence of an emergent parliament and polity to preserve its interests.

---

Points of Contention

In spite of the current structure over which the military presides, there are possible scenarios that could invalidate the argument put forward in this study. Potential indicators of waning military influence include: a new constitution that subjects the military to increased civilian oversight, a second wave of intense protests to which the military responds with excess force, the rise of a charismatic opposition leader, a decision to govern indefinitely, or the possibility that the military is simply incompetent. These outcomes are less likely to occur due to the military’s aversion to full civilian control, the inability of parliament or the people to actualize their power, the lack of civil war in light of violence and human rights abuses, and the military’s use of the narrative that it is the linchpin of stability.

First, it is clear that if a new constitution brings the military under civilian oversight, this would surely limit military autonomy, even if it retreats to its barracks. The military will not withdraw from power until stability has been reached and its interests are secure. Preserving its interests require a great deal of autonomy and flexibility. Though parliament has potential to be a legal route to lasso the military, this scenario remains unlikely due to the parliament’s inability to actualize this potential in the face of military pressure.

As such, the new Parliament has been deemed ineffective because of its inability and unwillingness to hold SCAF-appointed Prime Minister Ghanzouri and the Interior Minister accountable for lack of security, including the fallout from the massacre at Port Said. For these reasons, Noor Ayman Noor opined that there has not been a real revolution in Egypt, only a superficial makeover, being that Parliament remains
ineffective and SCAF continues to repress Egyptians like the Mubarak regime did.\footnote{63} At the same time, the Parliament has, on occasion, stood against the SCAF. In at least a symbolic gesture, the Parliament threatened a vote of no confidence against Prime Minister Ghanzouri’s government.\footnote{64} Though nothing became of this threat, it tested the military-Parliament relationship and the SCAF still reigns supreme. *The Wall Street Journal* quoted Nezat Ghourab, a former member of the Nour party, as saying that “the performance of the FJP and Nour party was not living up to the magnitude of the revolution.”\footnote{65} This sentiment of parliamentary ineffectiveness was echoed by others, including political activists such as Basem Fathey, Esraa Abdel Fatah, and Gamal Eid.

A second possibility that would contradict this study’s argument that the military retains control would be an excessively violent response to an intense second wave of protests. Such a protest would require mass levels of participation, potentially having to exceed the numbers from January 25\textsuperscript{th}. Many activists have agreed that the “revolution” is not finished, and that January 25th was only the beginning of a long transition process.\footnote{66} They continue to call for the end to military rule with an accelerated timetable for presidential elections. Some of those parties also call for a second wave of revolution to bring these demands to fruition. As long as the military retains such strong interests in business and politics, it will only retreat to its barracks when stability is achieved and its
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interests are secured. If these masses were to overrun the military in an excessively violent last stand, catastrophic bloodshed or a regional confrontation may ensue.

The fervor needed for a second wave may be brought on by rigged elections, biased trial rulings for cases against figure heads of the Mubarak regime, or an unrepresentative constitution. All of these stipulations are left for broad interpretations, which place the balance between civil-military relations on a potentially volatile platform. Recent possible flash-points include the Islamist majority in the Constituent Assembly and its subsequent dissolution, the SPEC’s act barring 10 candidates from the elections, and the recent deadly protests outside of the Ministry of Defense in early May 2012. These flash points have the potential to prompt the military to stay in power. The military seeks to oversee and guide the transition, but memories from the contradiction of its role as both the protector and the prosecutor of the “revolution” still linger for some. Despite the strong position that the military now holds, continued reports of violence by it harm the chances that it will maintain its prominence during the transition.

Popular protests created enough pressure to topple the Mubarak regime, thus the street is a formidable force to be reckoned with. However, a descent into conflict remains unlikely since the exact composition and intentions of the street remain obscure due to the variety of participants. In describing the demonstrations on April 20th 2012, Hannah Allam suggested that “the revolutionary movement appeared more diffuse than ever, with Islamists campaigning for their presidential candidates, youth activists demanding justice
for slain protesters, and liberals weighing their fears of a religious state against their commitment to democratic elections.”

Furthermore, Tahrir Square is currently sparsely occupied, and only by merchants and radical youths, although demonstrations sometimes take place. By both military and civilian calculations, “thugs” have taken up residence in the square. Groups like the Ultras, once hailed as the heroes on the front-lines in direct confrontation with security forces, have become a liability for the image of the Egyptian street as their agenda focuses on altercations with security forces and gaining monetary honors for martyrs of the revolution. Without long term strategic goals, they are likely to be perceived as instigators of conflict and inhibitors of progress. As such, the street offers many ambitious narratives, but few are viable to foment a true challenge due to their fragmentation, disorganization, and shifting alliances.

Not only is the street incapable of mounting the efforts needed for a successful second wave due to its fragmentation, but early violence has helped the military define the peoples’ threshold for such action. After public outrage in the aftermath of the Battle of the Camel, the Maspero incident, and in consideration of international outrage at events in Syria, the Egyptian military has resolved to use of the tools it knows are effective. In so doing this, it hopes to bolster its protectionist narrative by continuing to deny use of violence. However, the public remains convinced that the military brutalizes protesters, as most recently exhibited by reporting from the Ministry of Defense sit-in on
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May 4th, 2012. Twitter feeds like the one below from Sherief Gabor suggest this military-security force cooperation:

Gaber suggests that the aggressors were both army and police personnel. Noor Ayman Noor also highlighted the fact that on top of the violence, many activists, even injured ones, were arrested.

The Egypt-Protest Defense blogspot lists 311 total arrests, many of which are women. The number of casualties in this particular confrontation is estimated at 11; ultimately nowhere near the scale needed to stimulate a descent into civil war. This proves the utility of calculated and controlled violent repression by the military. Thus, it remains unlikely
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that these current clashes will lead to a second wave of protests that instigate a severely violent military reaction.

However, if a charismatic personality were to unify the Egyptian opposition, this, too, may lead to a check on military influence. Such renewed fervor under a unified ideology would challenge the military. This is why the military has gone to lengths to defame any potential figureheads who could really rally opposition forces. Examples of such campaigns were mentioned earlier include those against opposition leader Mohamed El Baradei and revolutionary inspiration Khaled Said.

Another scenario that would challenge the argument of military’s prowess would be if the SCAF decides to abandon its aspirations to withdraw, and decide to remain in a position of governance. As the SCAF remains in politics and continues to control the pace of the transition, more and more people begin to fear that the military will sacrifice democracy for stability’s sake by indefinitely suspending presidential elections. Given that the SCAF did not seize the opportunities it had during its initial period of legitimacy immediately following the January 25th uprising to enact reforms to the security apparatus, revolutionaries interpret this as an indication that it is determined to cling to power. This has led to an insistence that the “revolution” has not, and will not, be a success until all Mubarak regime remnants are removed and the military transfers power. The military desperately wants to leverage its traditionally heroic role, but with bloodied hands, many consider it the villain.

Members of the Democratic Front Party hold strong reservations about military intentions. Ahmed Abdorabo expressed his concerns that the SCAF is “out to get” his, and other, liberal parties in order to crush the opposition, dominate the government, and
consolidate a new dictatorship.\textsuperscript{74} To be sure, this fatalist attitude is not shared by all the political parties, but it is mentioned here to emphasize the two extremes of the debate over military intentions. Military rhetoric suggests that to maintain complete governance is not to its advantage, and historical precedence supports its inclination to return to the barracks. Therefore, a power-grab is thus unlikely because the military values its ability to rule indirectly.

Finally, the argument that that military leadership is simply incompetent would also undermine this study’s argument. Max Strasser of \textit{The Egyptian Independent} suggests that, “the timetable set by the SCAF and inconsistencies of the current military-authorized constitution made a messy transition process inevitable.”\textsuperscript{75} Ayman Mohyeldin takes this argument further saying that, “every time there is a silver lining that gets people hopeful about a new Egypt, they are almost immediately undermined by either a deliberate or unintentional miscalculation by the ruling military council.”\textsuperscript{76} It is to be expected that any transition in the aftermath of internal conflict will be difficult. However, there is more to the military than meets the eye. The Free Officers have been effectively “ruling but not governing” since 1952. Additionally, they have managed to regulate post-Mubarak politics by only allowing gains where its interests are not threatened. This is the manifestation of the military’s success as it negotiates the transition without surrendering any autonomy thus far. This does not indicate evil genius,

\textsuperscript{74} Ahmed Abdorabo, Personal Interview.


but merely points to the fact that it is competent enough to forge a system that allows it to secure its interests and endure emerging challenges.

**Conclusion**

In light of history and recent developments, it is clear that Egypt’s transition is still an ongoing process. Democracy and stability will not appear tomorrow. The military will continue to control the flow of the transition by enforcing stability and securing its own interests. In order to do this, the military will continue to use the tactics it has developed over the past 60 years. It will use violence, co-optation, and media outlets to limit the influence of an elected Parliament and an empowered street.

When there were protests against the Egyptian regime in the past, they were often crushed by the strong state security forces. As Dr. Noha Bakr suggested, the Egyptian military will use the tools in its possession to forge stability. It will continue to use the tools of force and repression to settle disputes and face the challenges of the transition.

On a handful of occasions, the street has become politically powerful due to a temporary weakness in the Egyptian state. In this weakness, the regime used co-optation to defuse tensions. By creating and guiding an agenda that appears to appease protesters, the military directs political change toward an outcome acceptable to it. The military will co-opt the objectives of the activists to weaken protests, and then it will employ certain levels of violence to destroy remaining elements of the street in order to preserve its power.
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It must be noted that despite violent repression, bands of activists continue to take their demands to the street. Though their numbers have decreased and are nowhere near the “Million Man March” of February 1st, 2011, large numbers still emerge on Fridays and other designated days of protest. Thus, violence has weakened, but not destroyed, these movements. When violence is coupled with other forms of repression, the military is able to contain potential threats.

When faced with transitional challenges, it is important to look at the regime’s response through its own worldview. By all military accounts, the SCAF wants to ensure security and protection for the emerging system so long as the system does not impede its interests. The Egyptian military will go to great lengths to maintain its autonomy during a transition to civilian rule. Through various repressive tactics, it will ensure its success by the preservation of its autonomy and interests. Those tactics will continue to be combined and refined in order to contain emerging threats posed by those calling for the end of military rule. For now, political participation in Egypt has been re-energized, not revolutionized. The military remains a strong influence over the trajectory of the Egyptian uprising, and it continues to operate in accordance with its interests. With an ineffective Parliament and a divided polity, the military will continue to dominate the transition and dictate its trajectory to ultimately secure an outcome that preserves its economic assets and indirect ruling authority.
Appendix 1

The information is from the Facebook page of the Egyptian Armed Forces on January 21, 2012. Facebook. 12 Apr. 2012.
### Appendix 2


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Mahmoud-Mansour</td>
<td>2-6 February 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Said Football Riots</td>
<td>1 February 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cabinet Attacks</td>
<td>16-19 December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Mahmoud</td>
<td>19-25 November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassem Afta</td>
<td>27 October 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maspero Massacre</td>
<td>9 October 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The church in El-Marrab</td>
<td>30 September 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torture video of two men by army and police</td>
<td>23 September 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The battle of Albaqiyah</td>
<td>23 July 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault on many Copts’ families</td>
<td>23 June 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yalda Day protests</td>
<td>15 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramy Fathy</td>
<td>13 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbaba church attacks</td>
<td>7 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 April fatalities</td>
<td>5-9 April 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamalek vs Alten match</td>
<td>2 April 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torture and virginity tests</td>
<td>9 March 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church demolition and burning in Aftash</td>
<td>5 March 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption, abuses and miscellaneous others</td>
<td>February 2011 – to date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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